
Navigating Business Travel with Confidence



MTM’s customer focused team aim to provide an exceptional travel experience for our 

corporate clients. Efficiency, comfort and personalised service are always of paramount 

importance, combined with innovative solutions and time and resource savings.

By leveraging our expertise, cutting-edge technology and global partners, MTM strives 

to be your preferred travel management partner, delivering unmatched service to 

our corporate clients.

We are proud to be associated with the following organisations:

Mirren Travel Management



The travel professionals at MTM have vast 

experience of servicing the travel requirements of 

U.K. and overseas clients, operating in a wide variety 

of industry sectors including manufacturing, shipping, 

biosciences, oil and gas, advertising and entertainment.

Our customer focused team provides a personal, reliable 

and cost-effective service, ensuring that your travel 

arrangements run like clockwork and its all backed up 

by our 24 hours emergency support service.

Why choose MTM

MTM is committed to offering a comprehensive 
suite of services that go beyond traditional 

travel management, ensuring that every aspect 
of your travel experience is handled with 

utmost care and professionalism.



Mirren Travel Management Ltd. provides a comprehensive range of travel services and solutions to 

predominately UK based businesses.

At MTM we aim to streamline and simplify the travel process for businesses, ensuring efficiency, cost-

effectiveness, and convenience. MTM works with clients to implement their travel policy to ensure compliance 

with any preferred suppliers, classes of travel and budgets.

Services include, planning itineraries to best suit the travellers’ needs, convenience and budget, booking flights, 

hotels, car rentals and other related arrangements, all designed to make the arranging of travel as simple and 

streamlined as possible. Add to this the reassurance of our 24 hours emergency service and MTM is your ideal 

travel management partner.

Corporate Travel

“MTM provides an efficient, responsive service to meet our travel needs. From individual trips to 
organising complex combinations of flights for overseas events, they offer a comprehensive view of 
the market and access to competitive rates.”

B.P. Edinburgh



“I have used MTM since they started off in 
business and am very happy with the prompt 
service that has been given to me, they are 
always at the end of the phone happy to sort 
any problems with delays at airports and 
cancelled flights which makes life a lot easier 
for me when I travel. 
They are also prompt with any questions I have 
and invoicing is done monthly which works well 
for the business.”

I.L Aberdeen



Economy, Business & First Class Flights

Our Travel Services

Whether you’re traveling for business or pleasure, MTM is dedicated to 

ensuring that you enjoy a seamless and cost-effective flight experience. 

Let us take the hassle out of flight bookings and help you embark on 

your journey with confidence.

At MTM, we understand the importance of finding the best flight 
deals, regardless of your preferred booking class. That’s why 
our fare systems are designed to meticulously check airfares 
worldwide, ensuring that you receive the most competitive prices 
with every flight enquiry. 

Whether you’re looking for economy, business, or first-class 
flights, we leave no stone unturned in our quest to secure 
the best fares for you.



Marine, Off-Shore & Renewables Workers Airfares
MTM takes pride in being a leading provider of travel services 
dedicated to the Marine, Oil & Gas and the Renewables industries. 
Understanding the unique needs and challenges faced by marine, 
off-shore and renewables workers, our services are tailored to 
cater to these sectors. Our specially negotiated Marine, Off-Shore 
and Renewables workers airfares are designed to offer greater 
flexibility and more favourable cancellation terms, ensuring that 
your travel arrangements align with the dynamic and often time-
critical nature of your work.

Global Hotel Reservations
We have established corporate rates with all major hotel chains. 
These rates are continually updated in our systems, ensuring that 
you have access to the most current and advantageous pricing 
options. Furthermore, we offer convenient bill-back facilities to all 
our corporate account clients. This means that you can streamline 
your payment process and avoid the hassle of settling individual 
invoices for each stay. Our bill-back system simplifies expense 
management and provides a centralized billing solution, saving 
you time and effort.

Worldwide Car Hire & Chauffeur Drive
When it comes to car hire and chauffeur services worldwide, 
MTM has you covered. Whether you’re looking for an economy 
car, a stylish convertible, a spacious SUV, or a luxurious prestige 
vehicle, we have corporate arrangements with all major car hire 
companies to ensure that we can arrange your ideal car rental.

Private Jet Charter
Imagine the convenience of selecting your flight times to fit your 
schedule perfectly. No more rushing to catch commercial flights or 
enduring long layovers. With MTM’s Private Jet Charter, you have 
the freedom to dictate your own travel itinerary. Moreover, forget the 
hassle of long queues and time-consuming security checks at the 
airport. Our exclusive service includes fast-tracking through airport 
security, ensuring a smooth and efficient journey from start to finish.

Meeting & Events Organising
We understand that organizing a meeting or event involves 
a multitude of intricate components. That’s why we offer a 
comprehensive suite of services to meet your specific requirements. 
From the moment you discuss your needs with our knowledgeable 
consultants, you can rest assured that we will take care of every 
aspect of your event. From travel arrangements and accommodation 
to seamless transfers, well-appointed meeting rooms, exquisite 
dining experiences, and even state-of-the-art visual presentation 
equipment - we’ve got you covered.

Leisure Travel
Allowing MTM to arrange your vacation, lets you focus on relaxation, 
recreation, and enjoyment, rather than business-related activities. 
It can also allow corporate clients to reward their employees, boost 
morale, foster team building, or provide incentives.

MTM can develop customised packages especially tailored to 
meet your preferences and budget. We will consider alternative 
destinations, accommodation options, transportation and activities all 
catering for your specific requirements.



Airport Hotels & Parking: 
We provide convenient options for airport hotels and parking, 
ensuring a comfortable stay before or after your journey, and 
hassle-free parking arrangements.

Airport Lounge Access: 
Enjoy the exclusive amenities and tranquil environments of 
airport lounges, offering a haven of relaxation and comfort 
during your travels.

Rail, Eurotunnel & Ferry Reservations: 
Whether you prefer train travel, Eurotunnel crossings, or ferry 
trips, we handle all your reservations, ensuring smooth and 
seamless connections for your journey.

Mirren Travel Management Ltd. St. James Business Centre, Linwood Road, Paisley, Renfrewshire, PA3 3AT

Reservations
0800 7797 747

General Enquiries
01505 805100

Accounts
01505 805103

Email
info@mtm.travel

Travel Risk Assessment: 
Our dedicated team conducts thorough travel risk assessments to 
ensure your safety and security, providing valuable insights and 
recommendations for your travel plans.
 
Credit Account Facilities: 
Simplify your business travel arrangements with our credit account 
facilities, allowing streamlined payment processes and financial 
flexibility.

24/7 Emergency Assistance: 
We are available round the clock to provide prompt and reliable 
assistance in case of travel emergencies, ensuring peace of mind and 
support during unforeseen situations.

Some of our other services include:

Contact Us


